NOTES:
1. See Standard Drawing E 610-DRIV-08 for Section A-1, and Section B-B.
2. For Class III drives, 9 in. PCP1 pavement for driveways shall be placed on subgrade treatment Type IIIA.
3. See Standard Drawing E 504-SEMW-01 or E 504-SEMW-02 for sidewalk, elevation transition details, or Standard Drawing E 504-SWCR-02 for sidewalk curb ramp details if the drive is signalized.

LEGEND

W = Width of sidewalk
Wd = Driveway width
X = Distance between back faces of curb and sidewalk,
Y = Distance from front faces of curb to P or R/W

---- Skidwalk elevation transition.

CONCRETE CURB & GUTTER CONNECTION FOR CLASS I & III DRIVES

INFORMATION FOR CROSS-DRAINAGE OVER A BAV
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